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2020 SCH E DU LE

ITEM EACH # OF 
UNITS TOTAL 80% FROM  

MEDICARE
CO-PAY AND/OR 
SUPPLEMENTAL

TOTAL  
REIMBURSEMENT

Shoes (A5500) $73.87 x 2 = $147.74 $118.19      + $29.55            = $147.74

Heat Moldable Inserts (A5512) $30.13 x 6 = $180.78 $144.62    + $36.16            = $180.78

Custom Inserts (A5513/A5514) $44.96 x 6 = $269.76 $215.81    + $53.95            = $269.76

Toe Filler (L5000)* $575.27 x 1 = $575.27 $460.22    + $115.05           = $575.27

ITEM CHARGE  
TO PATIENT

80% FROM  
MEDICARE

20%  
SUPPLEMENT

TOTAL  
REIMBURSEMENT

YOUR  
COST

NET  
REVENUE

Pair of Shoes
+3 Moldable Inserts

$147.74
$180.78

Total   = $328.52 $262.82 + $65.70          = $328.52             - ($105.00) = $223.52

Pair of Shoes 
+3 Custom Inserts

$147.74
$269.76

Total   = $417.50 $334.00 + $83.50          = $417.50              - ($159.00) = $258.50

Pair of Shoes
+1 Toe Filler*
+3 Individual Custom Inserts

$147.74
$575.27
$134.88

Total   = $857.89 $686.31 + $171.58        = $857.89             - ($274.00) = $583.89

The amount Medicare will reimburse for each diabetic footwear item may change annually and may vary by State. It’s important to stay up to date 
on these amounts to ensure you are billing properly. The chart below uses samples of current reimbursement rates based on the Medicare Fee 
Schedule for the State of Wisconsin. The top section shows pricing based on the current schedule and, to the right, shows how you would collect 
80% from Medicare and the remaining 20% from supplemental insurance or directly from the patient. The bottom section gives examples of 
combinations of shoes and inserts.

*Toe Filler rates vary by sale. SEE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW on how to check reimbursement rates for your state. To look up current reimbursement rates for specific HCPC codes based  
on the most recent Medicare Fee Schedule, go to: https://dmepdac.com/dmecsapp. This document and the information contained herein is for general information purposes only and is 
not intended, and does not constitute, reimbursement, business, or other advice. Laws, regulations, and coverage policies are complex and are updated frequently, and, therefore, custom-
ers should check both with their local payers and with a financial or reimbursement specialist for questions related to coverage, billing, reimbursement, or related issues.

Individual results may vary. Neither DJO Global, Inc. nor any of its subsidiaries dispense medical advice. The contents 
of this sheet do not constitute medical, legal, or any other type of professional advice. Rather, please consult your 
healthcare professional for information on the courses of treatment, if any, which may be appropriate for you.
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